The fastest way to bring your
Balanced Scorecards to life.
QuickScore is software that fully automates your Balanced
Scorecard with Strategy Maps, Reports, and Alerts.

AUTOMATE YOUR SCORECARD

CHOSEN BY THE BEST

Bringing your balanced scorecard online
means always having access to your latest
performance data. Alerts and analytics
give you new insights into organizational
strengths and weaknesses.

For over a decade, the Balanced
Scorecard Institute has been recognized
as the global balanced scorecard thought
leaders. QuickScore is the only software
they officially recommend.

www.spiderstrategies.com • evaluation-staff@spiderstrategies.com • 703-345-0614
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Introducing Quickscore 3
QuickScore is the fastest and easiest way to
automate your Balanced Scorecard. It only
takes a few minutes to enter your perspectives,
objectives, and measures. Then, every month
you update your measures with actual
performance values, and the software scores
how well you do.
Once you've built your balanced scorecard, QuickScore
will automatically generate your strategy map. You can
even tweak its appearance by moving and resizing
colored bubbles. Now you can see how well everything
is performing at a glance. If you want more detailed
information, just click on one of the colored bubbles to
drill down.
Automating your balanced scorecard has more benefits
than just reducing paper. For the first time, you’ll be
able to dig into your measures to see what’s really
happening in your organization. Prebuilt reports can
show you every red measure. Automated alerts can
email you whenever something takes a turn for the
worse.
Your IT department will love QuickScore too.
Everything happens in a web browser, so there's never
anything to install or update. It works great on screens
of all sizes, from your mobile phone to your boardroom
projector.
Have questions? Ready to start your free trial? Contact
us to automate your balanced scorecard today.
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Scorecards

Tour

Full balanced scorecard automation

Track low-level measures

Get everyone in your organization on the

First, set your goals. Then update your

same page. QuickScore is web-based

measure values by hand or with

software that you can use anywhere from

automated data feeds. Each measure gets

any device.

a score and a color of red, yellow, or
green.

Manage big-picture strategy
QuickScore automatically rolls up your
weighted measure scores to objectives
and perspectives so you can see how well
you’re executing on your overall strategy.
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Strategy Maps

Tour

Automatically generate

Tweak the layout

Once you've built your balanced

Strategy maps communicate your

scorecard, an attractive strategy map is

organization's strategy, and we know how

just a button click away. QuickScore

important it is for them to look perfect.

automatically creates live, interactive

You can add logos, draw arrows between

strategy maps from your perspectives and

objectives, and move and resize

objectives.

everything.
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Dashboards

Tour

Monitor your critical data

Drill down

Dashboards show your performance at a

If you want more information, just click to

glance. You can add charts, gauges, text,

drill down to underlying data,

images, and more. It’s like PowerPoint,

performance trends, and comments.

but with live data.
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Initiatives

Tour

Fix underperforming objectives

Earned value management

Balanced scorecards do more than just

We use EVM to predict if you’ll finish on

measure performance, they’re about

time and under budget. All you have to

action. Put strategic initiatives in place to

update is your percent complete and how

improve your objectives.

much you’ve spent.
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Charts & Reports

Tour

Prebuilt reports

Custom reports

QuickScore’s canned reports give you

Create ad hoc reports to explore your

results in a few clicks. You can list all of

data. QuickScore’s custom report writer

your red measures, or compare common

combines powerful filters with your choice

measures across organizations.

of layout.
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Alerts

Tour

Set alerts

Limit notifications

Choose to be alerted when any measure

You can choose to receive alert emails

turns red. Or, set alerts for specific items,

immediately, every night, once a week, or

like when a measure falls below a certain

never.

value.
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Briefings

Tour

Build a presentation

Tell your story

Assemble your strategy maps, reports,

As you advance through slides, your data

and dashboards into a multi-slide

is fully interactive. If you click on

briefing. It’s like PowerPoint, but with live

something to drill down, you can easily

data.

resume your presentation with one click.
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Miscellaneous

spiderstrategies.com

Tour

spiderstrategies.com

spiderstrategies.com

Any device

Cloud software

QuickScore works great on all screen

You use QuickScore in a web browser, so

sizes, from your mobile phone to your

there's never anything to install or

board room projector.

update. If you’d rather host it onpremises, you can do that too.

Recommended by the best
QuickScore is the only software officially
recommended by the Balanced Scorecard
Institute.
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